Novel centrifugal method for simple and highly efficient adenovirus-mediated green fluorescence protein gene transduction into human monocyte-derived dendritic cells.
Dendritic cells (DC) are professional antigen-presenting cells in the immune system. Gene transduction of DC with tumor-associated antigen (TAA) or other genes that enhance the immune reaction has been considered theoretically useful for DC-based immunotherapy. However, gene transduction of DC generated from human peripheral blood monocytes has been difficult due to its low efficiency, even when adenoviral vector was used at high multiplicity of infection (MOI). In the present study, we examined the effect of centrifugal force to enhance efficiency of adenovirus-mediated gene transduction into human monocyte-derived DC at various rotor speeds at various temperatures for various times. We judged the transduction efficiency using enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP)-expressing adenoviral vector, and the best condition for centrifugal transduction was determined as 2000 x g at 37 degrees C for 2 h at an MOI of 10 or greater. At an MOI of 50 without centrifugation, the gene transduction efficiency was about 66% and mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of EGFP expression was about 150 (at 37 degrees C for 2 h). With centrifugal transduction (2000 x g at an MOI of 50 at 37 degrees C for 2 h), 86% or more DC were gene-modified, and especially, MFI of EGFP expression was highly enhanced (MFI: about 3100 or greater). Centrifugally gene-transduced DC were not damaged and were thoroughly functional as measured by mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR). The centrifugal method was also applicable to human monocytes and K562 cells. The centrifugal transduction method with adenoviral vector might be helpful for the generation of gene-modified DC.